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APTA PEER REVIEW OF CONSENT DECREE ACTMTIES

ISSUE
A Peer Review Panel was recently convened by APT A to assist the MT A in reviewing activities

related to the Consent Decree. The findings of the panel are outlined in the following report.
BACKG RO UND

Between March 1 and March 3, 2004 , a Peer Review Panel was set up by the American
Public Transportation Association (APTA) to review MTA activities associated with the
Consent Decree. The purpose of the peer review was to assess MT A' s performance relative

to meeting Consent Decree requirements , and to offer industry guidance on methods to
enhance the agency s performance towards Consent Decree compliance.

The members of the panel included:

Anne Herzenberg, Chief Operating Officer , Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority
Wilson Johnson , Deputy General Manager of Operations, San Francisco Municipal
Railway

Michael Shiffer, Vice President , Planning & Development , Chicago Transit Authority
Greg Hull , Director- Operations, Safety & Security Programs, APTA

The panel reviewed various sources of information related to passenger loads on MTA bus
services , rulings issued by the Special Master , bus maintenance activities , bus procurement
plans , and the status of the Metro Rapid program. The panel also conducted field
observations of several MTA bus routes during peak periods.

Based on their review, the peer review panel made the following observations:
MT A service enhancement has outpaced most if not all of the nation s transit

systems.

. MTA staff has demonstrated exceptional diligence in efforts improve bus service to
the transit dependent.
MTA' s load factors have consistently improved since the Consent Decree took effect.

MT A is achieving a 1.20 load factor on most routes by current common industry
standards of measurement.

Compliance with the 1.20 load factor standard as interpreted by the Special Master is
unachievable.
. A broader appreciation of transit service performance, as opposed to the simple focus

on load factors, can result in greater service delivery benefits to all communities and
ridership groups.
The panel found that MT A

has made significant progress in efforts to comply with the

Consent Decree, but that scarce resources that could have been used to improve the quality
of the overall transit system have been diverted towards a narrow focus on load factor
compliance. The focus on load factor compliance has also significantly hampered efforts to
develop service for new markets, due to limited resources.

The panel is presently completing a full report of their fIndings. A copy of the summary of
the panel's fIndings presented to MTA at the completion of the peer review is attached.
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2. Consent Decree Requirements

Practices

Potential For Enhancing Activities Through Other Industry

Activities To Date

1. LACMT A Consent Decree Activities:

Peer Review Focus

reviewing its activities to date in relation to Consent
Decree requirements and to provide any possible
industry guidance to enhance those actions and
activities.
The observations and recommendations provided
through this Peer Review are offered as an industry
resource to be considered by LACMT A for
supporting its Consent Decree requirements.

The APT A Peer

Review Panel , was convened
at the request of LACMT A CEO , Roger Snob Ie and
Deputy CEO , John Catoe to assist the LACMTA

Introduction

Decree Activities:

dust Practices

service enhancement has outpaced most if not all of the
nation s transit systems

. Overall ,

needs.

Rapid Bus introduced - a national model for bus rapid transit
Bus service management technologies implemented
Crowding/load factors reduced
Ridership is up on lines on which service has been added
Organization decentralized to respond better to community

Fleet size increased from 1 , 946 to 2 375
Peak requirement up from 1 681 to 2 110

1800 new buses
Average fleet age dropped by 5 years

Observations

In

Potential for Enhancements Through Other

LA CMT A Consent
Activities to Date

to

Consent Decree Activities:

dust

Practices

Panel would like to see data on ridership growth
Panel was not made aware of any data on changes in ridership levels
among the transit dependent groups.

Focus on a broader range of service quality issues
Continue to develop the rapid bus network
Continue to develop and enhance service management tools
Focus on opportunities to modify service in line with growing and
shrinking markets
Market accomplishments to date more aggressively

Recommendations

In

Activities

Date
Potential for Enhancements Through Other

LACMTA

.

.

.

.

load factor targets at other properties are well above 1.

Loads are only one measure of service quality.
LACMT A' s load factors have consistently improved since the
consent decree took effect.
LACMT A is currently not consistently achieving the 1. 2 load
factor by consent decree interpretation
LACMT A is achieving a 1. 2 load factor on most routes by
current common industry standards of measurement
1. 2 load factor by any definition is an extremely high standard,
especially for the peak of the peak

Observations

Load Factor Standards

Consent Decree Requirements:

Cant' d

of

AVERAGE peak load (in the peak 20 minutes) is approximately
800/0 of seating capacity. This translates to provide 5 seats for
every 4 customers , or approximately TWICE AS MUCH as most
agencies would provide.

checks , the agency must schedule service so that the

. To meet the 1. 2 load factor in the peak 20 minutes on 950/0

maximum allowable load factor for a SINGLE observation.

Most properties consider the load factor target to be the
AVERAGE of observed load factors rather than the absolute

calculating load factors

. A thirty minute window is more typical than 20 minutes

Observations

Load Factor Standards

Consent Decree Requirements:

targeting scarce resources to worst case scenarios, in limited locations
can have the effect of neglecting outer ends of the system in non peak
direction. In other words , by simply serving the peak direction you
significantly compromise the mobility of the transit dependent.

hampered

The narrow focus on load factor compliance can significantly hamper
efforts to develop service for new markets , due to limited resources
An overabundance of service can be erroneously be assigned to routes
with extremely peaked demand
The narrow focus on load factors can innovative vehicle design (high
capacity vehicles serving short trip markets) can be significantly

Observations

Operations

Consequential Impacts to LACMTA

cont'd

Misallocation of scarce operating resources exclusively to address high
load factors can lead to neglect in other aspects of the system which
can result in the negative spiral of declining ridership
Successful routes may be victims of their own success. Using this
model , LACMTA is penalized for growth in ridership. This can lead to a
disincentive to marketing and improving service.

For example , run time analyses , which are essential to the development of
efficient and cost effective schedules cannot be performed.
Services to new markets cannot adequately be researched and analyzed
Service planners have little time to evaluate and plan improvements in
attributes of service other than loads (such as waiting times , convenience of
transfers, on- time performance, etc.

The labor- intensive load- factor monitoring processes th9t have been
imposed significantly constrain the ability to perform effective service
monitoring and planning system-wide.

Observations

Operations

Consequential Impacts to LACMTA

groups.

. A broader appreciation of transit service performance , as
opposed to simple focus on load factors , can result in greater
service delivery benefits to all communities and ridership

By the laws of probability, compliance with the load factor
standard as interpreted by the Special Master is unachievable.

p ra cti

The panel advises that consideration be given to applying the
load factor standards that are consistent with effective industry

Recommendations

Operations

Consequential Impacts to LACMTA

dependent.

In the panel' s view , the staff at LACMTA has demonstrated
exceptional diligence in efforts improve bus service to the transit

Representational aids that have been used to inform the Special
Master have obscured actual improvements in service.

focused.

LACMT A has restructured in an effort to be more community

narrow focus on load factors.

Significant capital projects have been deferred as a result of the

Other Observations

